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Applications of Reflection
Object Proxies

....The exercises in this session show how programmers can use the reflective facilities of Smalltalk
to make extensions within the language itself. Reflection opens the language to its users,
allowing them to tailor it to their needs.

As a typical application of reflection, this session aims at developing object proxies, or simply
proxies. Proxies are objects that can act on behalf of other objects. The goal of a proxy is to
process the messages it receives in some way, and then forward those messages to the object
that the proxy stands for, called the subject of the proxy.

The support code for this session is available in package R+COP-Lab3-Proxies, containing
mainly unit tests for your code to satisfy.

Conventions Questions marked with : require more insight or knowledge than the others,
and are optional.

1. Write an ObjectProxy class as a subclass of Object that forwards all messages it receives to a
given subject. The subject is specified at construction time by means of a for: constructor:

six := ObjectProxy for: 6.

Verify that the proxy indeed acts on behalf of the subject, by printing the following expres-
sions:

six squared. −→ 36
six + 1. −→ 7
six gcd: 21. −→ 3

Finally, verify that proxies of different instances behave differently, by creating seven as proxy
of 7, and checking that the results from sending similar messages return the expected results
(i.e. seven squared yields 49).

2. Any instance methods you might have defined in ObjectProxy will be answered by the proxy
itself, instead of being forwarded to the subject. How can you avoid this unwanted effect?
Remove as many instance methods from ObjectProxy as you can. In particular, get rid of all
accessor methods, and use reflective code to get or set instance variables when needed.

3. Now that you have a working ObjectProxy class, it is time to allow some sort of handling of
the messages it receives, other than simply forwarding them to the represented object.1

1Unfortunately, even if you implement ObjectProxy correctly, a few basic messages will not be forwarded to
the subject, because for those particular messages the regular message-passing mechanism is shortcut by the
virtual machine. One such message is class. In exercise 1 for instance, six class will not yield SmallInteger
as expected.
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Create a generic MessageHandler class with an instance method that processes the messages
given as argument. The method signature should be:

handle: aMessage receivedBy: anObject

This makes it easy to define different message handling policies, by subclassing MessageHandler
and overriding the handle:receivedBy: method, without modification of the ObjectProxy class.
This allows us to keep ObjectProxy as clean of instance methods as possible, yet to have
arbitrary message handling policies.
With this new design, proxies can be created as follows:

six := ObjectProxy for: 6 handledBy: MessageHandler new.

A proxy created this way should be functionally equivalent to the one created in exercise 1.

4. [Message tracing] For debugging purposes, it can be useful to print on the Transcript the
method invocations performed by an object of interest.
Create a MessageLogger subclass of MessageHandler that shows the messages sent to its subject
on the Transcript:

nine := ObjectProxy for: 9 handledBy: MessageLogger new.
nine odd.
nine < 8.
nine radix: 7.

The log shown in the Transcript for the previous messages should be:
9 received odd resulting in true
9 received < 8 resulting in false
9 received radix: 7 resulting in ’12’

5. [Message counting] For benchmarking purposes, it can be useful to count the amount of
messages an object receives.
Create a MessageCounter subclass of MessageHandler that remembers the amount of messages
it has processed:

counter := MessageCounter new.
opinion := ObjectProxy for: ’reflection rules’ handledBy: counter.
opinion asUppercase. −→ ’REFLECTION RULES’
opinion findString: ’rule’. −→ 12
counter messageCount. −→ 2

6. : The ObjectProxy class works fine, although it captures all messages implemented in it or
in any of its superclasses. Such messages are not forwarded to the subject because they are
answered directly by the proxy. For example, proxies capture printString, which they inherit
from Object. To verify this, take the example from exercise 1 and evaluate six printString.
To reduce the set of messages captured by the proxy, develop a new ProtoObjectProxy class as
a subclass of ProtoObject. What is the gain obtained by implementing proxies as subclasses
of ProtoObject instead of Object, in terms of captured messages?
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Contrast the result of evaluating six printString when six is a ProtoObjectProxy. Also,
contrast the message trace produced on the Transcript for the following example when you
replace ObjectProxy by ProtoObjectProxy:
opinion := ObjectProxy for: ’reflection rules’ handledBy: MessageLogger new.
opinion asUppercase.
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